
Equipment & App Needed

How to Livestream your Mass for Free
with an iPad and free app (Live:Air Action)

Getting Started with Live:Air Action
1. iPad Live:Air Action allows you to preview, monitor, and edit multiple 

video sources before broadcasting to one of many integrated 
platforms. Use the following instructions to confi gure video 
sources and streaming destinations, then begin live streaming.

CONFIGURE A VIDEO 
SOURCE
1. Download the Live:Air Action iOS 

app from the App Store.
2. Connect your iPad and video 

source(s) to the same Wi-Fi 
network.

3. Tap Add New Source in the 
source editor panel, then select a Teradek Device (Fig. 2-1).

4. Tap on a thumbnail to view it in the Preview panel (Fig. 2-2).

Wireless Freedom
Opt out of cables and go completely 
wireless with Live:Air Action. Simply 
connect your iPad to any WiFi access 

point with an Internet connection and you’re ready to 
stream live. Even if you don’t have an Internet connection, 
Live:Air Action can record your content for upload at a 
later time.

SELECT A STREAMING 
DESTINATION
5. Tap the button on the upper 

right-hand corner. Fig. 2-1
6. Navigate to Broadcasting 

Destinations>Manage 
Destinations>Add Destination, 
then select a platform (Fig. 2-3). 
After entering your credentials, the platform will be added to 
the list of available destinations under Broadcast Destination. 
Multiple destinations can be added, but you can only 
stream to one destination at a time.

BEGIN LIVESTREAMING
7. Tap the Go Live! button on the 

upper right-hand corner.
8. Tap either the Cut or Transition 

button to transfer the video over 
to the Program panel (Disabling 
the Preview panel will transfer 
the video directly to the Program 
panel from the Source panel).

9. To switch to a different destination, tap Broadcast 
Destination, then select a different platform.

Stream to any platform you want
From Facebook Live and YouTube, Live:Air Action can 
stream on every major video platform in 1080p HD. Even 
if you have your own streaming server, the app’s ‘Custom 
RTMP’ option allows you to go live wherever you like.

2. iPad Mela Mount and Tripod
 Recommended for stability 
 during LiveStream 

All available for purchase from Amazon

3. Live:Air Action (Free App)
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